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1. what was this novel really about? what questions did it raise
for you as you read it?

2. now that you are finished the novel, what do you think about
when you reflect on Away from everywhere?

3. why might the author haven chosen to end the novel this
way? did the ending overwhelm the rest of the story? is it
what lingers for you?

4. what does the title mean to you?

5. e author contends that this novel, in part, explores “the
flipside of love and the complexities of relationships.”did this
really strike your as a major element of this book?

6. consider hannah’s line, “love makes us weak so we will
succumb to it, give into it.” is this “weakening effect”of owen
on hannah a test of the strength of her relationship, her own
will, or was it nature’s way of telling her that alex was no
longer the right man for who she’d become in her thirties?

7. are there any indications that hannah’s affections for owen
are moreso a result of her and alex’s troubles than her feelings
for owen? is it a mix of the two? is she even sure herself?
is this true to life?

8. consider clyde’s sentiment,“we are an ever-changing product
of yesterdays,not rigid, static people.”is there any truth to this?
in what ways is this a novel about the plasticity or instability of
identity?
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9. was owen justified in claiming hannah’s journal to “spare”
alex from having to read about the affair? ultimately, which
brother would have benefitted the most from reading it?
been crushed the most by it?

10. is alex villainized in the first half of this novel? are owen’s
and hannah’s opinions on him a fair assessment of his
character? where in the novel is his character most redeemed?
most flawed?

11. on page 149, hannah says “i feel trapped in the world before
now. fenced in by it. caged in.” how much of life are we not
in control of? to what degree are we to be held accountable for
our actions?

12. what is similar about how each section starts on pages 19, 22,
59, and 258. what might be the intention here?

13. which parts of the book were the most compelling? what
was the biggest lull in the book that lost your attention?

14. what part of the novel turned you off from a character the
most? what action redeemed a character the most?

15. who did you find your opinion of shifting the most? which
of the characters did you like the most, dislike the most,
and what would you like to ask one of them?
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